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Worship Part 1 

A Biblical Perspective on Worship 

  
Introduction  

What are we doing? What would it look like to anyone one coming in from outside? What does 
it mean to us? Of course, we call it "worship"! But, have you ever stopped in your tracks and 
asked yourself a series of questions about the form, structure and the meaning of your 
behaviour in Church during the "worship" period? In some Churches they go on blindly from 
one week to the next, one month to the next, one year to the next not really knowing what it's 
all about and never stopping to review their practice.  

I was brought up in the tradition of the "hymn-prayer" sandwich system. When I suggested that 
we may like to re-think our practice of "hymn, prayer, hymn reading, notices, hymn, sermon, 
hymn, go home....." ( really it was stand- up sit -down stand- up sit-down stand-up.......) quite 
correctly I was told, "a sandwich is fine but it is what is in the sandwich that really matters". 
Whilst I enjoy sandwiches, I find that I could not live on them permanently in spite of their 
content. But this is how many Churches do operate year after year. Now, those of us who 
might boast of a more informal approach must be careful because the informality can become 
a strict formality and a routine of singing, praying, preaching etc. can easily become just as 
monotonous and meaningless to the congregation.  

Sadly, worship seems often to pull us into extremes of over emphasis or under emphasis. My 
early Christian days were spent in a form of worship which was sometimes considered as 
"preliminaries", something to be got through so that we can reach the preaching, for it is that 
preaching that draws us to Church! On the other hand the temptation is to over-develop the 
worship so that it takes priority and overshadows the very preaching of the word. Both 
extremes must be avoided.  

The Puritan production of the "Westminster Confession of Faith" produced in 1643-47, 
precedes it's treatment of the great themes of doctrine by referring to the priority of worship, 
"What is the chief and highest end of man?". So reads the opening question of the Larger 
Catechism. The answer follows, " Man's chief and highest end is to glorify God, and fully to 
enjoy him for ever". For the Puritan worship was never seen in opposition to doctrine or 
preaching because he saw that his doctrine led him to "glorify God" and in fact his very study 
of doctrine enabled him to fulfil the words of Jesus, "You shall love the Lord your God with all 
your heart, soul mind and strength". Here was the Puritan loving and worshipping God with all 
his "mind". The Puritan's love of the Truth of the Word developing his awareness of the 
greatness of God and salvation compelled him to worship with a joyful and thankful heart. The 
found in the seventeenth century that doctrine provided thorough going foundation for worship 
which opened up the heart in full appreciation to God for all the good blessings that He had 
poured out in His Divine mercy.  

In these two lectures I wish to address three areas; the meaning of worship from a biblical 
perspective; worshipping from a worshipper's perspective; worship from a leadership 
perspective.  
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Worship: A Biblical Perspective 

1. A Definition of Terms  

a) Worship  

The dictionary definition of worship is " the quality of being worthy, i.e. worthship". It means to 
attribute "worth" to anyone. In Court one calls the Magistrate "Your Worship" out of respect for 
the representatives of the justice system. The dictionary goes to discuss worship in the 
religious sense and states, "the act of paying divine honour to God, an act or feeling of 
adoration or loving or admiring devotion or submissive respect". It is a term that we use to 
express the value or worth placed on someone or something. The expression is used, "he 
worships the very ground she walks on", signifying the enormous degree of respect, love and 
admiration a man has for a woman. Again, the phrase, "hero - worship" is well known to us.  

The Hebrew meaning of the term shachah ( Hebrew hjv) is the usual OT term for worship and 

meaning, "to bow oneself down, to prostrate oneself before a monarch or God". The NT Greek 
equivalent is (Greek proskunew, proskuneo) means "to bow down, to worship, to show 
homage to those of superior rank, literally, to kiss the hand of one". This term carries the 
concept of inward reverence and humility. Whilst, as we shall see later, the OT saints knew a 
real sense of joy in their worship, it was always characterised by reverence and humility. The 
very term that they used expressed this sense of personal unworthiness before such a holy 
God. Hence, “worship the Lord in the beauty of Holiness. 

  
b) Praise:  

i) The dictionary gives, "to demonstrate approval and commendation of one, to applaud and to 
extol". We may use the term in "congratulating" a person on their achievements. The Hebrew 
halal (llh ) comes from the root meaning "to shine as a light" and then " to boast, and to 

praise". The original sense of the Hebrew was to "break out in a cry especially in joy". The idea 
of making a noise appears to be prominent. The Assyrian has "alalu" meaning "shout for joy". 
The "halal" is often followed by "Jah" meaning Yahweh and so we get "Halalujah", i.e. "Praise 
the Lord (i.e. Yahweh) ". Thus our "Hallelujah". Psalms 113-118 are known as the "Hallel" as 
most of these Psalms are praise songs.  

ii) Another Hebrew term is yadah (hdy) which has the sense of making a noise which is 

associated with bodily actions, and gestures. Often this term is rendered as "give thanks" as in 
Ps 7:17, 118:19, Is 12:4, whilst in 9:1, 33:2 it is rendered as "praise" in the NIV, and as "extol" 
in Ps 111:1 in the NIV.  

iii) Then we have zamar (rmz) which has the concept of praise to the playing or singing of 

music. This term is rendered in the Greek LXX (Greek version of the OT) mostly as yalmoj, 
(psalmos), from which we get "Psalms". The use of musical instruments and the emphasis on 
singing is very significant. One thinks of the choir of singers chosen for the Temple worship 
who were "trained in singing.... all who were skilful" ( 1 Chron 25:7), and the use of spiritual 
gifts performed with music, "...the sons of Aseph....who should prophesy with lyres, with harps, 
and with cymbals..... who prophesied with the lyre in thanksgiving and praise to the Lord" ( 1 
Chron 25:1, 2). Elilsha and the Schools of the Prophets also used to prophesy to the playing of 
music as part of their worship (2 Kings 3:15). Thus taking Hebrew terms we notice a most 
demonstrative approach to worship involving the entire the mind, spirit and body. Worship was 
clearly a powerful activity that was taken seriously.  
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The New Testament equivalent is (Greek euvxaristew, euxaristeo) which means "to give thanks" 
and is used in 1 Cor 11: 24 for the communion service, "when He gave thanks...".  

The meaning of praise from this viewpoint is that of offering congratulations to God as One 
who has accomplished a splendid achievement whether it is in creation or salvation. Just as 
we offer praise to someone who has accomplished some feat or act of significance, giving 
them due honour, so we offer to God, indeed in a greater form, is our praise. To people who 
have demonstrated accomplishment we express our esteem, telling them how impressed we 
are at their endeavours. This is the meaning of praise. Or, in another form, we may boast or 
show pride in something or a person. Parents say that they are proud of their children; they tell 
them how highly they think of them, how pleased they are with them, what pleasure they bring. 
Here is the element of genuine and acceptable boasting. Thus in God we boast. We are proud 
of His Person, proud of His accomplishments, proud of His Redemptive acts. In our worship, 
therefore we express our boasting, "Let him who boasts, boast in the Lord" (1 Cor 1:31). Just 
as we portray our pleasure, admiration or congratulations to a person for their achievement by 
applauding with our hands, so we can do with God.  

c) Bless  

Often the Psalmist will say, "Bless the Lord, O my soul....." . The Hebrew barak (%rB) means 

literally 2 . The term can be use of God blessing men, but this is in a different manner for the 
latter usage carries the concept of God granting men happiness and prosperity. We bless God 
in the sense of worship. In the NT Paul uses the term, "Blessed be God....." (Eph 1:4) 
Euvloghtoj (eulogatos) meaning, "to praise, celebrate with praises".  

Similar to the term "worship", this carries the idea of humble adoration. Whether physically or 
mentally, and in a state of kneeling, the worshipper recognises his/her status before the great 
Creator. As with so many of the OT writings there is amazement and wonder in the fact that 
such a High God has dealings with man, who is of the dust of the earth. "What is man that 
thou art mindful of him" (Ps 8). This is the feeling contained in the term "bless". Hence the 
writer of Ps 103 can voice his thoughts, "Bless the Lord, O my soul, and forget not his 
benefits....". There is contained in this form of worship a deep sense of amazement and 
astonishment that this great God should have anything to do with sinful mankind at all. This is 
something that should always characterise our worship. Why does God love us? What made 
Him create us? How is it that He still wants us. That He has gone to such great lengths to 
redeem us? 

2. A Definition of Practice  

a) The Heart of Worship  

Attention, of course needs to be given to the operation of certain practices but this is not the 
fundamental priority in worship. There is a biblical principle that must be observed as an 
essential element. We often say, "I did enjoy worship today" or "I did not think much of the 
worship today". By such a statement we are indicating that worship is supposed to do 
something for us, it is something to be enjoyed, and we should "get something out of it". 
Fundamentally, however, worship is not designed to be so subjective. In reality worship is 
objective, it is God-directed. Worship is giving something to God. Worship is not in the first 
instance to be "enjoyed" or "not enjoyed". In worship we are giving away something to another 
Person. Worship is His right and our duty privilege. First, therefore, worship is for His benefit 
and not ours. Of course, God does want us to enjoy our worship as it's something into which 
we enter individually as living people; we are experiencing worship for it is here that we meet 
with God. There is a combination of the objective with the subjective which deeply affects us 
and becomes for us a significant blessing. Be must heed the danger of viewing worship merely 
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as something subjective. It is because of this that the Psalmist can exhort us to worship 
irrespective of our feelings and moods, "Bless the Lord Oh my soul.....”. We must move away 
from being controlled by mere "feelings". There may be room here for us to "stir up the gift that 
is within us" ( 2 Tim 1;6), to shake ourselves and pull ourselves together, as it were, so that we 
can properly come before Him in worship. Let us learn how to stir ourselves into worship.  

In this context Isaiah 29:13 offers us a warning that we need to heed and then use as the 
foundation for our worship whatever form we wish to choose, and in so doing strikes at the 
very heart of worship itself. "These people draw near with their mouth and honour me with 
their lips while their hearts are far from me". Here lies both the danger and the essence of 
worship, hearts not lips! Irrespective of our form, style, pattern, content, music, oratory, it has 
to be hearts, not lips. Remember the words of 1 Samuel 16:7, "...the Lord does not see as 
man sees". There it is! With all our emphasis on the right structure, the perfect presentation 
the exact performance, God does not see it as "man sees". God's perspective is different from 
men. God does not look at worship in the same way that we do. Here is the reason, "Man 
looks on the outward appearance, but the Lord looks on the heart". There it is! God wants 
hearts not lips. Of course the lips portray the heart, express the heart, but it is possible for us 
to worship God with the lips only, our bodies only, our visual displays only. Heart worship, this 
is the very "Heart of Worship", this is the secret, this is the core, and this is what God is 
looking for. Naturally the internal does not exclude the importance of the external, for we shall 
see later how important it is to present to God a form of worship that contains the very best we 
can offer.  

Jesus emphasises the "Heart of Worship" from John 4:22 -24 where He makes that famous 
statement, "You worship what you do not know.... the true worshipers will worship the Father 
in spirit and truth, for such the Father seeks to worship Him. God is Spirit and those who 
worship Him must worship in Spirit and truth". Observe the criticism of the Samaritans, "You 
worship what you do not know". Here is the importance of knowing God, knowing about God, 
having our doctrine correct so that we are a people who do worship "what we know". "True 
worshipers". That is our aim, to be "genuine worshipers" (avlhqinoj (alathinos), meaning, 

"genuine, real, proper", the kind of worshipers who are truly worshipping, the very ones whom 
"for such the Father seeks to worship Him" (toioutouj, toutous, “of this kind, of this sort”) God is 

seeking for ( zhtew, zeteo, “earnestly seeking, pursue, require”,) the ones who will worship Him 
in "Spirit and Truth". This kind of worship is rooted in the very nature of God, for He is "Spirit", 
therefore, it follows that He is looking for spiritual worship, not mere external worship. To 
worship God we "must (dei, dei, “must, behoves, necessary, it is binding”) worship in Spirit and 
Truth". It is uncertain whether "Spirit" means Holy Spirit or spiritual, perhaps it can mean both 
(worship in the Spirit will come later), but the over all emphasis again is on the very "Heart of 
Worship" which is the heart, the spirit, the soul. "Truth" (avlhqeia, alethia), must refer to “truth, 
sincerity, or a practice in accordance with truth”; hence we have an emphasis on worship that 
has to be sincere, honest, and in conformity to the Truth of God's Word.  

b) The Joy of Worship  

In this context we can give due emphasis two significant Hebrew terms for "praise" such as 
yada (Hebrew hdyhdyhdyhdy) meaning "to stretch out the hand, give praise"; and zamar (Hebrew rmzrmzrmzrmz) 

meaning "to give praise, make music in praise of God". Thus within these two terms are the 
concepts of action, music and complete involvement, something which is bound up with the 
total approach to worship in the OT. Praise within the OT is punctuated with outbursts of 
spontaneous exuberant thrill and enthusiasm emerging from a basic mood of joy. All creation 
is described as expressing their joy in God, Job 38:4-7 " ...and all the sons of God shouted for 
joy", and man himself was created to rejoice in God and His works Ps 32:11, "Be glad in the 
Lord and rejoice O righteous and shout for joy....".  
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Significantly the OT echoes with the sound of joyful and excited praise in worship. The call of 
the Psalmist, "Make a joyful noise shout in joy, shout in triumph over ones enemies to the 
Lord... Serve the Lord with gladness! Come into His presence with singing" ( 100:1-2), 
presents us with a moving picture of excited demonstrative worship. Similarly, Ps 98:4-6 
“Make a joyful noise to the Lord all the earth, break forth into joyous song and sing praises". 
This was typical of OT worship and is seen in David's triumphant procession leading the ark 
into Jerusalem, " David also commanded the chiefs of the Levites to appoint their brethren as 
singers who should play loudly on musical instruments.... to raise sounds of joy" ( 1 Chron 
14:16). Compare also David's excitement in his first attempt to return the ark ( 1 Chron 13:8), 
“David and all Israel were making merry before God with all their might with song and......" .  

When the second Temple was erected under the leadership of Ezra and the foundations laid 
there was much joyful, noisy worship. Ezra 3:10ff reads, "And when the builders laid the 
foundation of the Temple of the Lord, the priests in their vestments came forward with 
trumpets, and the Levites, the sons of Asaph with cymbals, to praise the Lord, according to the 
directions of David king of Israel; and they sang responsively, praising and giving thanks to the 
Lord..... And all the people shouted with a great shout when they praised the Lord....... so that 
the people could not distinguish the sound of the people's weeping, for the people shouted 
with a great shout and the sound was heard afar".  

Strangely, rejoicing is a command of God as the Israelites were told to rejoice in their 
celebrations, " ....and there shall you eat before the Lord your God, and you shall rejoice, you 
and your household" ( Deut 12:7, 16:11). Their joyfulness was so expressive that the practice 
of dancing became an integral part of their worship pattern, "Let Israel be glad in his maker; let 
the people of Zion rejoice in their King. Let them praise His name with dancing; let them sing 
praises to Him with timbrel and lyre" ( Ps 149:2-4). The noise of OT worship must have been 
significant at times, "...and the singers sang.... they offered great sacrifices that day and 
rejoiced, for God had made them rejoice with great joy; the women and children also rejoiced. 
And the joy of Jerusalem was heard afar off" ( Neh 12:43).  

Equally the NT continues this theme of joyful praise, "And day by day attending the Temple 
together and breaking bread in their homes, they partook of food with glad and generous 
hearts praising God...." ( Acts 2:46); "...addressing one another in Psalms and hymns and 
spiritual songs, making melody to the Lord with your heart" ( Eph 5:18-19). Whilst not forming 
an actual part of worship, the healed man, being a Jew, knew how to express his joy in 
worship, "And leaping up, he stood and walked and entered the Temple with them, walking 
and leaping and praising God" ( Acts 3:8). Taking the Greek euvlogew (eulogeo), the NT 

counterpart to the OT "praise" meaning "to give thanks" ( 1 Cor 11:13), the theme of the Lord's 
Supper within the early Church was clearly one of joyfulness. Paul urges the Philippians to 
make their "requests known to God with thanksgiving" ( Phil 3:7). Here is an interesting 
mixture of petition and praise.  

Whilst the New Testament was conscious of entering into a new dispensation, a new era in 
terms of the purposes of God with the termination of the sacrificial element of worship, they 
were nevertheless willing to perpetuate the priority of worship along with its sense of joyful 
fulfilment. Yahweh remained the same in both Testaments, and the call to worship remains as 
significant for all the saints of God. Indeed, as the New Testament looked forward through it's 
prophetic eyes into the distant future of the New Heavens and New Earth, it saw that worship 
of the Triune God would be established as a vibrant part of the new order as witnessed by the 
variety of "songs" expressed ( Rev 4,5,7,11,15,19).  
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c) The Object of Worship  

A significant part of our theology as evangelicals is our doctrine of the Trinity. There is no true 
evangelical teaching without a thorough-going Trinity doctrine. It is in our worship, I believe, 
that we give full expression to our orthodoxy in this area. The doctrine of the Trinity simply 
means belief in One supreme God who comprises Three separate and equal persons. We are 
not worshipping three Gods (Tritheism) neither are we worshipping the One God who 
manifests Himself in three different ways (Modalistic Monarchianism). In our doctrine we 
assert that this One God (Yahweh) comprises Three distinct Persons, God the Father, God the 
Son and God the Holy Spirit. Therefore, when we worship, we worship the One God who is 
Three Persons. We do not single out one or maybe, two Persons of our choice, at the neglect 
of the Third Person.  

Worshipping and praying to the Father has never posed a problem to the evangelical Church. 
Both Testaments are full of examples of prayer and praise being directed to the Father. One 
has only to think of the prayers of Jesus and the NT prayers in general plus the scriptural 
teaching " for through Him we both have access by One Spirit to the Father" ( Eph 2:18).  

Worshipping the Son has presented, to some a grave difficulty. There are not many scriptures 
were the Son is addressed as the object of prayer and worship, and this has led to a form of 
thinking that allows only the Father to be addressed in worship with the belief that the Son acts 
merely as Mediator. However, the scriptures do present the early Church holding Jesus as the 
object of worship. For example we have Stephen praying to the Son as he dies the first martyr, 
Acts 7:59, "Lord Jesus, receive my spirit". Jesus Himself accepted worship from those whom 
He healed during His earthly life and in particular from Thomas who when he became acutely 
aware of the sin of his doubting stated, "My Lord and my God" (John 20:28). Jesus never 
sought to deflect such worship or re-direct it to the Father. The key to the argument, however, 
is to be found in John 5:24, "...that all may honour the Son, even (Greek kaqwj, kathose , just 
as, in the same manner) as they honour the Father. He who does not honour the Son does not 
honour the Father who sent Him". Why is this? Because Jesus is an equal part of the same 
Godhead bearing the same substance as the Father, equal in power, glory and majesty. This 
is our doctrine of the Trinity. We do not accept Christ as a subordinate member of the Trinity to 
whom we deny worship. We worship Him as God because He is God; He is the image of God 
( Col 1:15).  

Worshipping and praying to the Holy Spirit has presented even more problems to those who 
believe that worship should solely be directed to the Father. Interestingly, this is maintained in 
spite of the fact that in most hymn books many hymns are sung addressing the Holy Spirit! 
Scripture is sparse in its direct teaching but we do have suggested texts such as 2 Corinthians 
13:14 "The grace of the Lord Jesus Christ and the love of God and the fellowship of the Holy 
Spirit be with you all". "Fellowship" ( koinwnia, koinonia, partnership, working together) with the 

Spirit becomes more meaningful within the context of 1 John 1:4 " ... and our fellowship is with 
the Father and with His Son Jesus Christ....". If we can have "fellowship" with the Father and 
the Son, and this fellowship must involve two way communications in prayer and worship, 
then, on this basis, we can also have the same fellowship with the Holy Spirit.  

Perhaps it is in within this realm that our understanding and practical use of the doctrine of the 
Trinity comes to full expression. If the Spirit be God then we can and must both communicate 
with Him in prayer and offer Him due worship, "Now the Lord (Kurioj, Kurios, ) is the Spirit...... 

the Lord (Kurioj Kurios, ) who is the Spirit", ( 2 Cor 3:17-18). If we acknowledge that He is as 
much "God" as the Father and Son, then we must express this through our worship. Refusing 
to worship the Spirit may indicate that we hold somewhat different views.  
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d) The Spirit in Worship  

Whilst the statement of Jesus found in John 4:24 cannot be proven to refer to the Holy Spirit (it 
is doubtful that Jesus would have mentioned the Holy Spirit at this point in the conversation 
with the woman of Samaria) other scriptures refer positively to the operation of the Spirit in 
worship and it is to this important element that we now turn.  

i) Paul's mention of the need to be "filled with the Spirit" ( Eph 5:18) is within the context of 
worship. Notice how the phrase is worded, "be filled with the Spirit, addressing one another in 
Psalms and hymns and spiritual songs.....". Naturally, we do not confine the movement of the 
Spirit to worship, for the remainder of the passage moves on to focus upon a variety of 
relationships, whilst the previous part of the chapter has addressed the need for sanctification. 
However, for our purposes we are talking about the filling of the Spirit in worship. Paul's 
description of the phrase, "filled with the Spirit" is compared and contrasted with being "drunk 
with wine". The meaning therefore appears to be that just as drink controls a person with its 
intoxication, so the Christian is to be so influenced by the Spirit that he is under the control of 
the Spirit. Worship, therefore, needs to be Spirit controlled. We need to know what it is for the 
worship to mastered, led and deeply influenced by the Spirit acting within us. The danger is 
that we are in control. Either the worship leader or the individuals are merely fulfilling a 
perfunctory practice rather than knowing the divine leadership of the Spirit. This is not NT 
worship!  

A similar statement is made in Philippians 3:3 "For we are the true circumcision, who worship 
God in Spirit and glory in Christ Jesus" (RSV). You will observe that the NIV has, "... we who 
worship by the Spirit of God". This is the way we worship. We do not want to worship "by the 
flesh" but "by the Spirit of God". We are looking to the Holy Spirit as the One through whom we 
worship. He is crucial to our worship. Indeed, we do not know how to worship as we ought, just 
as "we do not know what to pray as we ought but the Spirit Himself intercedes for us......" 
(Rom 8:26). Worship must be for us the most important response to God that we can ever 
make. It is impossible to offer worship to this great and holy Godhead that is acceptable unless 
we are controlled and led of the Spirit. True worship is not easy. We should not have the view 
that anyone can worship, that it is simple, just a matter of singing or performing and ritual. No! 
We are coming into the presence of the Living God, we who are the dust of the earth. We are 
desperately in need of the assistance of the Holy Spirit.  

iii) Into this category should come the entire teaching of 1 Corinthians 12, 14, Paul's teaching 
on the gifts of the Spirit. Whilst the gifts have many uses, Paul acknowledges the ministry of 
the Spirit in this context, 1 Cor 14:26ff. The entire chapter is given over to the ministry of the 
Spirit in worship from speaking in tongues to prophecy in which the whole body of Christ is 
edified. Consider Paul's reference to praying and singing in "my spirit" as alongside "the mind".  

iv) Paul's comment in Ephesians 2:18 "...for through Him (i.e. Jesus) we both (Jew and 
Gentile) have access in one Spirit to the Father", whilst not presenting such a clear and distinct 
image as 5:18, nevertheless touches on this theme. Paul does not envisage approaching the 
Father for access except through the ministry of the Holy Spirit. The mediator is Christ due to 
his sacrificial death, but the One who enables us to approach the Father is the Holy Spirit. We 
should never consider approaching our worship except that it is through the instrumentality of 
the Spirit. This is common teaching for Paul's comment in Eph 6:19 is "Pray at all times in the 
Spirit, with all prayer and supplication". In other words, he is saying that we should endeavour 
at all times when seeking to pray that we are praying in the Spirit. It is something one has to 
learn to adopt an attitude one has to learn. Don't let us begin to worship at any time except 
that we are confident of having the power and presence of the Spirit.  
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Conclusion  

There is nothing so important for us as Christian men and women than to learn how to 
worship. Every other activity is done in front of men and women, mankind being the objective. 
However, in worship we are entirely wrapped up with God. Our activity is God-centred. 
Worship is an activity that will occupy our time and attention throughout the whole of eternity; 
hence it is area of Christian practice that requires our time and attention within the Christian 
life.  

If we are eventually going to be able to lead others in worship, let us ourselves know how to 
worship. Let us know how to worship in private and also in public. Indeed, if we know how to 
worship in the privacy of our own lives and experience we will have no difficulty in knowing 
how to worship in public and lead others into the depths and significance of worship.  

  

Richard Lee 

 


